ABSTRACT
INTRODCUTION
sers of financial statements have often stated their concerns about the inadequacy of the current formats of financial statements with respect to assisting users with their decisions. In 2004, in response to these concerns and as part of a memorandum of understanding regarding convergence of IAS and GAAP, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) created a joint project on financial statement presentation. As MCClain and McLelland (2008) summarize:
This brought IAS 1 largely in line with FASB Statement no. 130, Reporting Comprehensive Income. FASB decided not to issue an exposure draft on its Phase a conclusions, but rather to issue a combined exposure draft for Phases A and B. FASB, however, did issue a set of tentative conclusions. Most significantly, a complete set of financial statements for a reporting period should include a statement of financial position, a statement of comprehensive income, a statement of changes in equity and a statement of cash flows. In addition, each financial statement should be shown with equal prominence, and a minimum of two years comparative information is required.

In contrast to IAS 1 (revised 2007), FASB would require a single statement of earnings and comprehensive income and require a subtotal for net income. IAS 1 (revised 2007) allows the presentation of non-owner changes in assets and liabilities to be presented in a single statement of comprehensive income or in two statements -a statement of profit or loss and a second statement starting with profit or loss and presenting components of other comprehensive income.
FASB also tentatively decided to allow (but provides no guidance for) voluntary presentation of financial information beyond the required two-year minimum for annual reports and to require the presentation of basic and diluted earnings per share on the statement of earnings and comprehensive income as the only per-share measure. FASB decided to continue to allow (but not require) the disclosure of basic and diluted comprehensive income per share in the notes and to require the disclosure of the weighted average number of shares used as the denominator in the calculation of per-share ratios in the notes.
Purpose of this Article
The purpose of this article is to summarize the financial statement format proposals from the joint boards (FASB and IASB) in their Discussion Paper and to examine reactions by CPAs, accounting and finance students, who are current and will be future users of financial statements) and academics. The first section of the paper summarizes the proposals for the three financial statements, Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Cash Flows and the proposed Reconciliation of Cash Flows to Comprehensive Income. In the second section we present the findings of the FAF and IASCCF field testing of the proposed statements. In sections three and four respectively, we examine the reactions of CPAs from a study conducted by Shough (2009) with the responses from accounting and finance students that we surveyed. Comments and observations from the American Accounting Association Association's Financial Accounting Standards Committee are examined in section five while the final section provides a summary and our concluding comments.
PROPOSED FORMAT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS The Statement of Financial Position
The financial statement most impacted by the Discussion Paper's proposals is the Statement of Financial Position. Current reporting for the Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet) calls for classifying/grouping items as assets, liabilities. However, the proposed format (Exhibit 3) for the Statement of Financial Position calls for grouping items by major business activities; operating, investing and financing. Firms would disclose assets and liabilities in the business and financing sections. Management would classify assets and liabilities into the sections (business and financing) and categories in the Statement of Financial Position based on how management thinks the asset or liability is used. Management would also determine the classification in the Statement of Comprehensive Income and the Statement of Cash Flows. Operating assets and liabilities are those that management sees as related to the central purpose of the entity and the investing assets and liabilities are those that management considers to be unrelated to the central purpose of the entity.
In addition, the Discussion Paper proposes:
 separating business activities from financing activities,  showing information about financing of business activities according to source,  including non-owner sources of financing in the financing section,  disclosing owner sources of financing in the equity section, and  separating information about discontinued operations from continuing business and financing activities.
The Boards (FASB and IASB) also propose the elimination of cash equivalents. These securities would not be included as part of cash. Instead, they would be disclosed a part of short-term investments.
Management would disaggregate assets and liabilities according to their measurement bases and they would present them on separate line items in the Statement of Financial Position. One example would be separating securities measured at cost from securities measured at fair value.
The Statement of Comprehensive Income
Perhaps, the most significant change for reporting income is the proposed Statement of Comprehensive Income (Exhibit 4). This single statement separates business from financing activities and within business activities separates operating activities from investing activities. Discontinued operations are disclosed, but extraordinary transactions would no longer be disclosed. Neither comprehensive income nor other comprehensive income would be disclosed in a statement of changes in stockholder's equity.
The Statement of Cash Flows
The proposed Statement of Cash Flows (Exhibit 5) calls for separate disclosure of business activities, financing activities, income taxes, discontinued operations and equity. Of the two proposed major changes in the Statement of Cash Flows, mandated use of the direct method for computing is the most significant. Current cash flow reporting allows either the direct or indirect method; however, when the direct method is used, a firm must reconcile net income to cash flow from operating activities. In other words, by default, the indirect method is required. The Discussion Paper's proposed format would require a schedule in the notes that reconciles cash flows to comprehensive income -in other words, the indirect method. Thus, under the proposed format, both direct and indirect would be required. Another change, previously mentioned above, is the elimination of cash equivalents.
The Reconciliation Schedule
The proposed Reconciliation of the Statement of Cash Flows to the Statement of Comprehensive Income (Exhibit 6) is similar to the current indirect method of computing and presenting cash flows from operating activities. However, whereas the current format does a vertical reconciliation of net income, the proposed reconciliation is for a horizontal reconciliation of cash flows (under the direct method) to comprehensive income and other comprehensive income.
Application
All entities except not-for-profit and nonpublic entities would be required to comply with the proposed new financial statement presentations, if passed. According to the Discussion Paper, the FASB has not considered whether or not these requirements should apply to not-for-profit nonpublic entities.
Field Testing
The field testing (FAF and IASCF, July 2009) has three parts: (1) Preparer information: recast financial statements, preparer responses to post-completion survey, and cost estimates to implement the proposed presentation model. (2) Quantitative information that will provide a description of the additions, changes, and movements of line items between the non-recast and recast financial statements. (3) Analyst information: responses to a survey about their review of specific recast and non-recast financial statements. Of the 31 companies that were asked to submit recast financial statements for any two consecutive years under the proposed model, 29 submitted them and two withheld their statements (Regulation F-D concerns). Companies from seventeen industries and five countries participated. Following are selected findings from that survey:

Survey respondents thought the financing section and the investing category were not properly defined. However, most (60%) said they encountered few issues in applying the definitions.  Nearly 40% of the respondents encountered difficulties in classifying income, expenses, gains, losses or cash flows into the defined sections and categories.  When classifying shared assets or liabilities used by activities in multiple sections or categories, 43% assigned them to the predominant use, 18% allocated them and 36% said they didn't have this type of shared assets or liabilities.
Of the 27 responses on segment disclosure, 15 said that the management approach to classification supported and complemented their segment disclosures. Nine companies changed their segment disclosures.  For the statement of financial position, there was not significant change in whether assets and liabilities were classified in short-term and long-term categories or presented in order of liquidity.  Regarding disaggregation, only 39% of the preparers thought that the disaggregation guidance was appropriately defined and 54% thought that application of the disaggregation guidance resulted in too much disaggregation overall.
The majority of preparers stated that application of the disaggregation guidance was a distraction in communicating results in three areas: comprehensive income (43%), cash flows (50%) and the reconciliation schedule (50%).  There were significant increases (average 50%) in the number of line items on the proposed statements.  Responses were positive on cohesiveness (67% said appropriately defined) and liquidity and financial flexibility (82% said this column was most useful of the four).
Regarding communicating results were not as positive. Only 46% thought the recast statements did a better job than the non-recast statements in communicating the results of core operations. Only 25% thought the recast statements did a better job.  Participants (32%) felt that the management approach was the most useful aspect of the proposed model and the least useful aspects were the direct method of cash flows (61%) and the reconciliation schedule (54%).  None of the participants indicated that the proposed presentation model identified their company's liquidity and financial flexibility better than the non-recast statements.  Alignment of items across the statements (cohesiveness) was viewed positively (61%) for the statement of comprehensive income, but negatively or no effect (50+ %) for the other statements.
In summary, the majority of companies that implemented the proposed model believe that the recast statements communicate their results the same or worse than the non-recast statements. In addition, the staff (IASB and FASB) believes that the benefit of by-nature information on the face of the statements is not readily evident. The staff also questions whether the increase in line items (on the proposed model) equates to an increase in usefulness of the information presented. Finally, the staff also questions the effectiveness of the proposed definitions of the sections and categories and the disaggregation guidance.
In July 2009, the Joint International Group (JIG) and the Financial Institutions Advisory Group (FIAG) met to discuss the Discussion Paper and the results of field testing and to provide feedback on possible alternatives. The boards are deliberating the issues raised by respondents to the discussion paper and they expect to prepare an exposure draft for release in the second quarter of 2010.
Reaction from CPA's
Recently, Stuart Shough (2009) conducted a survey of CPA's to determine their receptiveness to the changes proposed in the Discussion Paper. Shough obtained the opinions of a sample of 605 CPA's in response to 19 questions (Table 2 ) about specific proposals for changes in the aggregations and categories of activities. Based on the answers from the CPA's who responded to his study, Shough (p. 107) concluded:
The survey clearly shows that the CPA's do not think the objectives of the proposed financial statement presentation would improve the usefulness of the information provided in an entity's financial statements and help users make better decisions.
We show the results for the Shough survey in Table 1 and discuss those results in the next section that describes our study.
Reactions from Students
The IASB and FASB joint efforts have focused on the potential and cost of implementation of the proposed model for financial statement presentation. We see from the results of the recent implementation (by 31 companies) of the proposed model, that preparer's have many concerns about the decision usefulness of the proposals in the Discussion Paper.
Shough obtained the opinions of CPA's regarding the decision-usefulness of the proposed financial statement presentations in the Discussion Paper. These results should be considered seriously by the FASB and IASB as they continue to move toward the possibility of new requirements for presenting financial statements. Some CPA's do serve as users of the financial statements -in the context of auditing, corporate management, corporate financial reporting and consulting. However, the FASB Conceptual Framework Project has stated the main objective of financial reporting is to assist investors and creditors with their understanding of the amount, timing and uncertainty of an entity's future cash flows. Therefore, the purpose of our study is to determine the opinions of those users. In addition, we survey current accounting students (undergraduate-seniors and graduateMasters students) and undergraduate (juniors and seniors) finance students in an Applied Investment Management program. In conjunction with the findings from Shough's study, this additional input will give us a clearer picture of the acceptability of the proposals in the Discussion Paper. Also, this study will provide feedback not only on the proposed broad aggregations and categories, but also, on specific changes that are proposed.
Neither the implementation study nor Shough's study involves the main users (and main target audience of the FASB and IASB) of the financial statements --equity investors and creditors. Therefore, we conducted a study designed to obtain the opinions of equity and credit analysts. In order to compare out results with those from Shough's study, we used the same survey instrument. We also wanted to obtain the opinion of some future preparers, auditors and users of corporate financial statements. Therefore, we distributed the survey to accounting majors (seniors and graduate students) and applied investment management majors (juniors and seniors). Table 1 provides the results of surveys of the students and the large sample of CPA's (Shough's 2010 survey).
We distributed the survey instrument to 121 students at a private, Midwestern university. Respondents were undergraduate seniors and graduate-masters students majoring in accounting and juniors and seniors majoring in the Applied Investment Management program. Most of those students will be practicing as either preparers or users of financial statements. Many of them will be practicing as either equity analysts or credit analysts. Therefore, we believe that it is useful to obtain their reactions to the proposals in the Discussion Paper. Table 1 provides the results by question. Generally, the students were in agreement with the proposed financial statement presentation, as summarized below:

Students felt that the proposed formatting (in Exhibit 2) improves usefulness (74% agree) and the grouping of data by major activities (operating, investing and financing) is more decision useful than current formats.  They also, favor that equity should be included as a section separate from financing (64%). Regarding the disclosure of discontinued operations, students believe separate disclosure is decision useful (93%). Only 28% favor breaking down discontinued operations into the relevant categories (operating, financing and investing).  However, the students do not agree with the management approach to classifying assets and liabilities, 68% believe the approach does not provide the most useful information and 69% feel the potential for reduced comparability resulting from the management approach outweighs the benefits.  Most (57%) of the respondents agrees with separation of business and financing activities will make it easier to calculate some key financial ratios.  A majority (57%) of the respondents believes that the business section and the operating and investing categories are defined appropriately.  Regarding the financing section, respondents agree that the financing section and financing assets and liabilities are defined appropriately (74%) and that the financing section should be restricted to financial liabilities as defined in IFRS and U.S. GAAP as proposed.  Students (53%) support elimination of cash equivalents from the cash account and showing these securities in a manner similar to other short-term investments.  There is high agreement (75%) that assets and liabilities should be disaggregated according to their measurement bases.  Students also show strong agreement (71%) with showing comprehensive income and its components in a separate statement of comprehensive income.  Students support requiring the direct method for reporting cash flows from operating activities (64% -69%) and believe (75%) the proposed reconciliation statement increases users' understanding of an entity's future cash flows.  Finally, respondents want (58%) the FASB to apply the proposed model to nonpublic entities.
When comparing students' responses to CPA's responses, we see that students were more in agreement with the proposals in the Discussion Paper than were the CPA's. On six of the questions [(#1 (usefulness), 2 (grouping), 9 (ratio computation easier), 10 (acceptance of definitions-business, operating and investing), 11 (acceptance of definitions-financing and relevant categories), 20 (application to nonpublic companies)], students agree with the proposed changes, but CPA's disagree. On only two questions [(#7 (management approach), 13 (elimination of cash equivalents)] do a higher percentage of CPA's agree with the proposals; and those differences are small.
Reaction from Academia
The Financial Accounting Standards Committee of the American Accounting Association (AAA FASC, 2010) responded to the Discussion Paper in a March 2010 article published in Accounting Horizons. While the committee concluded that the project has "great potential to improve the usefulness of financial statements" (p. 158) potential concerns were also identified. The following concerns were identified by the committee:

Timing of the proposal-proposal implies a conceptual framework although the FASB is still developing a conceptual framework.  The proposed format would make the use of XBRL and data tag-base reports more challenging.  The disaggregation objective is too vague -a succinct and concrete explanation should be provided.  Add a financial leverage objective as follows "Help users assess the extent to which an entity employs financial leverage," (p. 152)  Use the caption operating rather than "business".  Specifically state the classification of preferred equity as either financing or equity.  Present discontinued operations in the relevant categories rather than a separate section.  Consider a more prescriptive approach to classifying assets and liabilities as the management approach allows too much latitude which can have either a positive or negative impact on the financial statements.  Categorizing capital lease liabilities as financing or operating will be problematic, particularly under a management approach.  Classification of assets and liabilities for those entities with more than one reportable segment at the entity level will probably be more complex that at the reportable segment level.  Classification of preferred stock as a financial liability eliminates any definitional conflicts and makes the allocation of taxes to sections easier.
Comparing the CPA and student reactions with the AAA FASC conclusions we see the following key differences:
AAA FASC feels discontinued operations should be shown in the relevant categories while the CPAs and students believe a separate section should be used.  While the survey questions (3 and 4) in Table 2 didn't identify the type of equity, both the CPAs and students were moderately supportive (64%) of separating equity from financing and the students didn't support the inclusion of equity in financing. AAA FASC believes that preferred equity should be classified as a financial liability.
The AAA FASC and CPAs don't support the use of "business" while there is only moderate support (57%) from the students.
It is interesting to note that all groups agree that the management approach doesn't provide a more useful view of the entity.
Summary and Conclusions
Two years ago, the FASB and IASB prepared a joint discussion paper that proposes major changes to the form and content of financial statements. While awaiting comments on the Discussion Paper, in an effort to estimate costs and potential problems related to implementation, these groups had 31 companies attempt to implement the proposals. The implementation process has provided the FASB and IASB with useful information for considering revisions to the proposals. In addition, Professor Shough has surveyed 605 CPA's to get their feedback on the proposals. Shough found that many of the CPA's show concerns about the usefulness of the proposed model. Whereas, implementation has been tested and the feedback from CPA's (most of whom would be preparers and auditors), the feedback from users of the statements has not been obtained.
The purpose of this study was to obtain the opinions of future users of the financial statements: current undergraduate and graduate students in accounting and academia. We found that the students show greater agreement with the proposed model than do the CPA's. In addition, we found that academia, as represented by the Financial Accounting Standards Committee of the American Accounting Association has a number of concerns regarding timing, user learning issues and impediments to learning, objectives and terminology and categorizing activities and assets and liabilities.
Apparently, the implementation project yielded some major concerns about the proposed reconciliation schedule. After obtaining feedback from the implementation study, both boards (FASB and IASB) have tentatively decided to replace the proposed reconciliation schedule with a requirement to analyze the changes in balances of significant asset and liability line items (Lamoreaux 2010) . The boards plan to issue an exposure draft in the second quarter of 2010 and a final standard a year later in the second quarter of 2011. 58% 23% *The bold print indicates questions on which the student's agree with the proposals, but CPA's disagree. ** Questions 3 and 4 were part of one question for Shough's survey of CPA's. 
